
LOOKING FOR DESIGNER / CALCULATOR 
 

We Sell Our Furniture is growing, this goes hand in hand with more projects day by day. That’s why we are looking for an extra designer /
calculator! Our workshop is based in Opvelp near Leuven, but our clients are all over Belgium. We are currently a family of 9 wearing the

WSOF sweater. Our precious team Dante, Nick & Ash are creating and bringing your project to life in our workshop. Matti is driving around
the country being our main installer. Elise & Paulien are designing & developing your project with a creative twist. Wannes is translating your
design from sketch to production in our workshop. Sanne is taking care of the administrative part of the business & Social Media. And Kobe

(founder of WSOF ) is fascinated by developing new techniques & products, and shaping our strategy.
 
 

Your mission at WSOF: Designing |Making offers together with its necessary calculations|Client contacts by mail, phone & in real life in our
showroom|Being able to work independently, but in close collaboration with Elise|Being responsible for your own projects from A to Z 
 |Following up your projects|Being involved in the development of our strategy, we can’t wait to hear your ideas on how to improve the way
we work! |As you are a team player you are not afraid of getting your hands dirty when extra help is needed in the workshop 

What we expect: You have a degree or experience in interior design|You are not afraid of working flexible hours|Your Dutch is excellent,
and you have a very good knowledge of English and French (writing and speaking)|Together with us you are willing to invest in our company
today, to make it what it should be in the future|Designing is your passion|You work very structured and are open to feedback|
You should be stress resistant as we have lots of new requests and follow ups day by day. We are looking for someone who's able to keep
breathing knowing work is never done|You are very sociable and friendly with clients, and it’s ok for you to approach our clients the same
way we do
 

What we offer: Fulltime position (fixed contract, no freelance) |Phone subscription|Kilometric allowance| Competitive salary|As WSOF is
young and growing fast, we give you the opportunity to grow with us professionally! |Kisses and hugs from our company dog Walter!

 

 
 
 

Are you ready to wear the WSOF sweater? 
 

Grab your pen and paper and contact us with your 
resume (CV) and motivation via kobe@WeSellOurFurniture.com 

so that we can have a chat to get to know each other!
 
 

We are looking forward meeting you!
 
 

WSOF, founded in 2014, is a young label in the
world of interior design. We strive to offer well-designed, unique items in the

client’s favorite style, using quality materials and an eye for detail.


